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China’s First Onshore Corporate Bond Default and
Its Implications for the Country’s Debt Capital
Market
By John Chrisman, Christopher W. McFadzean and David
Richardson, of Dorsey & Whitney.

The debt capital market — whether conventional com-
mercial banking, corporate bond issuance or shadow
banking — in the PRC1 has been growing in the past
years. It is estimated that outstanding bank loans and
bond debt among non-financial companies in Main-
land China2 had reached about U.S.$12 trillion3 at
the end of 2013, the equivalent of more than 120 per-
cent of GDP.4 , 5 It is also estimated that China’s cor-
porate debt could hit U.S.$13.8 trillion in 2014, sur-
passing that of the U.S. as the largest in the world.6 To-
tal corporate bonds outstanding increased more than
tenfold to RMB8.7 trillion (U.S.$1.4 trillion)7 at the
end of January 2014 since the end of 2007.8

Due to intervention — whether direct, indirect or per-
ceived — of the PRC government, the debt capital mar-
ket of Mainland China is characterized by capital allo-
cation inefficiency and a dysfunctional credit system.
This is particularly the case in the shadow banking mar-
ket. Shadow banking is a term for the collection of
non-bank financial activities that provide services simi-
lar to conventional commercial banks, sometimes
through conventional commercial banks. In general,

shadow banking takes place through three types of in-
stitutions.9 The first includes third-party wealth man-
agement products and trust companies, or financial in-
stitutions without licenses and regulatory oversight.
The second comprises credit guarantee companies, mi-
crocredit firms, or those without licenses and that are
partially regulated. The last type includes entities with
licenses but that have inadequate regulation, such as
money market funds, securitized products, and off-
balance-sheet products. While shadow banking is char-
acterized by a lack of regulatory oversight, there is no
parallel lack of government intervention. A result of
this is mispricing and credit misallocation in this mar-
ket.

On March 7, 2014, the first onshore10 bond default oc-
curred in Mainland China. The default concerned an
onshore corporate bond issued by a struggling Chinese
solar-equipment manufacturing company. The default
has raised an alarm that is by no means confined to the
corporate bond market, and it has forced reflections
upon the threat and issues that the debt capital market
in the PRC is facing.

This Focus article explores and reflects upon the cir-
cumstances pertaining to this landmark default and its
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implications for Mainland China’s debt capital market,
particularly the shadow banking market.

China’s First Onshore Corporate Bond
Default

On March 7, 2014, Shanghai Chaori Solar Energy Sci-
ence & Technology Co. (‘‘Chaori Solar’’), a Chinese
solar-equipment manufacturing company, failed to meet
interest payments (the ‘‘Chaori Solar Default’’) of
RMB89.8 million (U.S.$14.5 million) on a RMB1 bil-
lion11 (U.S.$161.9 million) five-year bond it issued in
2011 (the ‘‘Chaori Solar Bond’’).12 This is China’s first
onshore bond default,13 and the first default on a pub-
licly traded debt in Mainland China since the PRC gov-
ernment regulations began in 1999.14

Perhaps to the surprise of Chaori Solar and many oth-
ers, there has been no bailout by the PRC government,
an event that has been seen as a landmark for market
discipline in Mainland China.15 As of March 18, 2014,
the Chaori Solar Bond was suspended on the Shenzhen
Stock Exchange.16

Implications for China’s Debt Capital Market

China’s ‘Bear Stearns Moment’?

A default of RMB89.8 million (U.S.$14.5 million) is rela-
tively small. However, in an investment environment that
is confidence- and speculation-based, the Chaori Solar
Default may disrupt the stability of the debt capital mar-
ket in general and cause panic that could spiral uncon-
trollably, leading to a chain reaction that is potentially
serious. Three companies have postponed domestic
debt issues after Chaori Solar warned of its default.17

The proposed deals were relatively small (ranging from
RMB300 million (U.S.$48.6 million) to RMB1 billion
(U.S.$161.9 million), but the delays underlined the risk
that an unprecedented default will make it more diffi-
cult for other companies to access capital.18

Some observers described the Chaori Solar Default as
China’s ‘‘Bear Stearns moment.’’19 We would recall that
six years ago, on March 14, 2008, when it became clear
that Bear Stearns Companies, Inc. (‘‘Bear Stearns’’), an
85-year-old bank, was facing imminent insolvency, the
U.S. Federal Reserve authorized the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York to extend a bridge loan to Bear
Stearns through JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (‘‘JPMC
Bank’’), to enable Bear Stearns to meet its immediate li-
quidity needs and to allow for time during the weekend
for Bear Stearns to explore options with other financial
institutions that might save it from bankruptcy.20 On
March 17, 2008, however, Bear Stearns was sold to JPMC
Bank for U.S.$2 per share, a price which was ultimately
raised to U.S.$10.21 Six months later, Lehman Brothers
Holdings Inc. collapsed in the biggest bankruptcy in
U.S. history.22

The Chaori Solar Default may prompt investors in the
debt capital market to ‘‘think again’’ before lending
money at artificially low rates to weak companies. The
small- to medium-sized private companies which do not
have solid fundamentals may be hit the hardest, as de-

mands for their bonds may drop, and borrowing costs
may become higher.

As discussed below, the immediate impact of the Chaori
Solar Default might be limited, but a default by a finan-
cial institution or a local PRC government may easily re-
sult in a downward spiral. The threat is not merely theo-
retical.

The local PRC government audit released in December
2013 showed that local PRC governments have become
increasingly reliant on shadow banking to fund their in-
vestments. By law, local PRC governments are restricted
from borrowing.23 With the tacit approval of the central
PRC government, local PRC governments created spe-
cial purpose, arm’s length vehicles known as LGFVs (Lo-
cal Government Financing Vehicles), also known as
UDICs (Urban Development and Investment Compa-
nies), which are permitted to borrow. With pressure on
banks to curtail loans, these financing vehicles had bor-
rowed from China’s shadow banking market.24 There
are growing concerns centered on borrowing by local
PRC governments, which have long used debt to stimu-
late growth in their regions, often by pursuing projects
that are not economically viable or sustainable.25 The
local PRC government audit showed that liabilities car-
ried by local PRC governments had ballooned to
RMB17.9 trillion (U.S.$2.9 trillion) as of the end of June
2013, representing an increase of 67 percent compared
with RMB10.7 trillion (U.S.$1.7 trillion) as of the end of
2010.26

Changing Expectation in China’s Debt Capital
Market — A ‘Pilot Project’?

Nonetheless, the Chaori Solar Default may bring about
a healthy change to Mainland China’s debt capital mar-
ket. In the past, the PRC government and state-owned
banks often stepped in to provide bailouts or debt exten-
sions to local entities in imminent danger of defaulting
on their debts, keeping borrowing costs low for compa-
nies with high debts.27 The primary reason was that the
PRC government feared a systemic crisis in the debt
capital market caused by panic outflows and loss of con-
fidence.

Chemical fiber company Shandong Hailong in 2012 nar-
rowly avoided default on its RMB400 million (U.S.$64.8
million) short term bond after an injection of capital
from the PRC government and banks.28 CITIC Trust
was forced to delay payment on a wealth management
product linked to a steel loan in Hubei Province in
2013, but investors were eventually repaid when the PRC
government apparently stepped in.29 In 2013, the inves-
tors in a wealth management product sold through Hua
Xia Bank were repaid — despite a default on loans —
by the unwilling guarantor of the product.30 Chaori So-
lar itself narrowly avoided a bond default in February
2013 after the PRC government persuaded banks to de-
fer claims for overdue loans.31

Most recently, in January 2014, China Credit Trust Co.
(‘‘CCTC’’) was bailed out of a RMB3 billion (U.S.$485.7
million) trust (the ‘‘CCTC Trust’’). CCTC was a trust
company and part of the PRC’s non-bank debt capital
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market — to be specific, the shadow banking market.32

Most CCTC Trust clients signed an agreement on Janu-
ary 28, 2014, to transfer their rights in the CCTC Trust
to unidentified buyers in exchange for an amount equal
to the product’s face value but forgoing most of 2013’s
interest payments.33 The offer to investors was pre-
sented on January 27, 2014, by Industrial & Commercial
Bank of China Ltd., which distributed the trust product
in 2011.34 Separately, CCTC announced that it had
reached an agreement with an unidentified third party
to sell the shares it had acquired in Shanxi Zhenfu En-
ergy Group.35 Despite the uncertainty of the details, this
was widely regarded as a bailout by the PRC govern-
ment.

The Chaori Solar Default may be a ‘‘pilot project’’36 by
the PRC government, signaling a landmark change as
the PRC government takes a new stance in treating at
least some corporate debt crises according to market
rules.37 As an 85 percent majority owner of the Chaori
Solar Bond’s underwriter, the PRC government ap-
peared to have managed and even desired the Chaori
Solar Default,38 noting that the local PRC government
and the underwriter involved had sufficient funds for a
bailout.39 Chaori Solar was a relatively small company
that had been in crisis for years,40 and was in a discred-
ited industry suffering from an overcapacity problem.
There was unlikely to be any major immediate impact
on the debt capital market. By contrast, CCTC was a ma-
jor Chinese shadow bank.41 It was unlikely that the PRC
government would have allowed a default that would
create a systemic risk for the debt capital market or the
economy.

Changing the ‘Game Rule’?

The debt capital market in Mainland China had long as-
sumed that even high-yielding debt carried an implicit
state guarantee.42 This was an unhealthy phenomenon,
when investors looked for the highest yields without con-
sidering the risks. Investor education was lacking, with
buyers mistakenly believing that these products were risk
free. The bailout culture created a moral hazard phe-
nomenon where investors were receiving the rewards
and third parties were bearing the risks. Credit risk
should play an important role in pricing, making the
market more efficient in the allocation of capital. How-
ever, the Chinese market is distorted when investment
decisions are influenced by whether the companies are
most likely to be bailed out, rather than the perfor-
mances and fundamentals of the companies. The bulk
of the financial products developed under the shadow
banking market, such as the CCTC Trust, were not
priced according to the risk of the underlying assets.43

Money borrowed for the sake of growth alone is a poor
allocation of capital. A good example may be found in
the coal industry: It was hoped that financing from the
CCTC Trust could be used to open a new mine to help
generate cash flow to pay off the loan. However, the Chi-
nese coal sector is riddled with overcapacity and unprof-
itable firms,44 and capital was not turned into new pro-
ductivity. The scale of China’s credit boom is a global
problem. China accounts for half of all the U.S.$30 tril-
lion increase in world debt over the past five years.45

The scarcity of discipline in the shadow banking market
is posing a risk to the Chinese economy. There is a criti-
cal need to have a slow and steady climbing down from
the peaks of this moral hazard.

The Chaori Solar Default may force a change of the
‘‘game rule’’ in two respects.

At the market level, the Chaori Solar Default may force
self-discipline in the debt capital market on the part of
both investors and issuers. The change to the bailout
culture, marked by the Chaori Solar Default, and rising
default risk may have started to erode Chinese investors’
confidence. Such adjustments, however, are necessary
for China in the long run in correcting the phenom-
enon of mispricing and credit misallocation. Re-pricing
in the shadow banking market and the corporate bond
market may cause disruption to the existing markets.
However, it will also improve capital allocation effi-
ciency, where capital would flow to companies with
sound fundamentals and where raised capital would be
used to generate profit-making activities and real pro-
ductivity.

At the governmental level, the PRC authorities are con-
sidering to regulate — and not merely to bail out — the
non-bank debt capital market. The CCTC Trust crisis
might have prompted the People’s Bank of China and
the National Audit Office to announce in January 2014
that they would begin an audit of shadow banking; the
announcement followed the release of the local PRC
government debt audit46 and the State Council Docu-
ment No. 107 calling for the strengthening of shadow
banking regulations.47 The scarcity of shadow banking
regulations had in the past allowed a greater scope for
financial innovation and stimulated the growth of small
and medium enterprises (SMEs), providing a diversity of
sources of financing and stimulating economic growth.
Indeed, one of the dilemmas the PRC government may
face is the conflicting goals of economic growth and
control of the shadow banking market. To rein in riskier
shadow banking lending would inevitably hamper eco-
nomic growth, as many SMEs rely on the shadow bank-
ing market to fund their business ventures.

Spillover to the Banks

Although the Chaori Solar Default and the near-default
of the CCTC Trust occurred in the non-bank debt capi-
tal market of Mainland China, it is hard to see that the
bank debt capital market can isolate itself from the im-
pact of the Chaori Solar Default.

In recent years, in order to curtail excessive leverage, the
PRC government has tightened conditions for conven-
tional commercial bank lending, implemented deposit
interest rates control measures and financial/banking
regulation that set limits on conventional banking activi-
ties. Credit constraints in the bank debt capital market
have led to an inefficient capital allocation in the bank-
ing system, wherein a lot of companies, especially the
SMEs, have found it difficult to access capital. These
have led to the development and expansion of non-bank
debt capital market, especially the shadow banking mar-
ket.
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In order to circumvent high reserve requirements and
quantitative controls, conventional commercial banks
have also moved loans off their balance sheets to wealth
management products, fueling artificial credit expan-
sion in the shadow banking market. The central feature
of China’s shadow banking market is its relationship
with its regulated counterparts. Banks may arrange and
act as an agent in a loan from one non-financial com-
pany to another. Banks can sell assets to trust companies
or create wealth management products to channel client
funds to them. Banks use non-discounted bankers ac-
ceptances to transfer assets to the shadow banking mar-
ket, against a partial or full payment guarantee from the
issuer. Corporate bonds may be bought by trusts, which
are then re-packaged into wealth management products
for depositors.48 The involvement of banks may also
serve as an enhancement to the apparent credit quality
of the relevant product.

The debt capital market, whether in the form of bank
loans, corporate bond issuance or shadow banking, is all
interconnected. According to the chairman of the
China Banking Regulatory Commission, Mainland Chi-
na’s banking industry may face a series of changes in
2014, including the country’s economic adjustment, the
emergence of Internet finance (such as peer-to-peer
lending or crowdfunding, which are, broadly speaking,
forms of shadow banking) and uncertainties in the
global economy.49

Coming Soon . . .

Let the Market Develop!

The PRC government may be making a strategic deci-
sion to allow the Chaori Solar Default,50 to help accel-
erate the pace of market reform.51 The Chaori Solar
Bond is a corporate bond issued by a struggling com-
pany in a discredited sector, and not a product of the
shadow banking market like the CCTC Trust.52 Some
see it as a test case in a more isolated platform for the
non-bank debt capital market in general, especially for
the shadow banking market,53 upon which the huge
growth of debt in the Chinese economy is largely cen-
tered.54

The PRC government pledged in November 2013 to
give markets a more decisive role in the Chinese
economy. The Chaori Solar Default may well be one of
the moves by the PRC government in line with its
pledge. The challenge is to remove artificial credit ex-
pansion from the debt capital market without causing a
credit crunch or liquidity shortage. Given the lack of
transparency in the Chinese economy compared to
other major economies, and the strong economic funda-
mentals of the PRC government, it is unlikely that the
PRC government would allow any ‘‘market’’ develop-
ment in the Chinese economy to go uncontrolled.

In correcting credit misallocation in the non-bank debt
capital market and matching risks and prices to market
standards, the PRC government may be moving in a
healthy direction for the debt capital market as a whole
in the long run. Introducing appropriate regulations to
the shadow banking market may also prevent situations

where the PRC government had in the past intervened
in order to prevent systemic risk. The challenge is to bal-
ance risk and financial innovation: This will test the pace
of the capital market development of China. More selec-
tive and managed defaults may be expected.

Alarm Triggered

A default of a more isolated nature may not cause ma-
jor, immediate impact. A default to which many inves-
tors could relate by analogy, however, might precipitate
fear in the non-bank debt capital market. Interconnect-
edness of transactions may give rise to systemic risk.

The risk of more defaults in 2014 is very real. The num-
ber of Chinese companies whose debt is double their eq-
uity has surged since the global financial crisis: Publicly
traded non-financial companies with debt-to-equity ra-
tios exceeding 200 percent have jumped 57 percent
from 163 in 2007 to 256 in 2014;55 some 63 of these
publicly traded non-financial companies have a debt-to-
equity ratio exceeding 400 percent.56 Mainland China’s
renewable energy industry (Chaori Solar is a renewable
energy company) alone faces a record U.S.$7.7 billion
in bonds maturing in 2014.57 ‘‘The domestic economy
is slowing, liquidity is tightening globally and more
bonds are maturing [in 2014] with greater refinancing
pressure.’’58 There were around 28 near or technical
defaults since 2012, all of which involve trust prod-
ucts,59 the largest form of shadow banking.60 More
than 43 percent of the RMB10.9 trillion (U.S.$1.8 tril-
lion) worth of outstanding trust products fall due for re-
payment in 2014.61 The threats are real.

The Chaori Solar Default has raised an alarm in Main-
land China’s non-bank debt capital market, in particular
the less or non-regulated shadow banking market. The
connection between the non-bank debt capital market
and the bank debt capital market means that the latter
would also be affected.

The Chaori Solar Default and the threat of further de-
faults may force an adjustment in investors’ behavior,
particularly in areas where investment products had
been priced or traded based on an expectation or per-
ception of government involvement.

As investors and issuers self-regulate their investment ac-
tivities by market rules, we may see an improvement in
capital allocation efficiency in Mainland China’s debt
capital market.

NOTES
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